Phenotype at diagnosis and disease progression over a 10-year period: a data
driven approach in a large population with type 2 diabetes
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Introduction

Results

Type 2 diabetes is a heterogeneous disease
exemplified by the palette model of diabetes
where each patient has a colour based upon
the aetiological processes that result in their
diabetes.1
Mapping individuals on this palette based
upon multiple phenotypes at diagnosis may
enable a greater understanding of who is at
risk of progression or complications of
diabetes, enabling targeted intervention to
those at high risk.

The DDRTree reduced the multidimensional space of the phenotype data into a low
dimensional space which can be represented in the form of a tree structure (Fig1). The tree
structure was comprised of six branches from the principal tree, which were different in terms
of baseline phenotypic characteristics (Fig2). The first two branches had high HDL, but one had
high systolic (150.11±14.27 mm of Hg) and diastolic blood pressure (87±8.56mm of Hg). The
next two branches had hypertension, high HbA1c and high total cholesterol, with the one them
also having very high Triglycerides (3.6±1.36mmol/L) and HbA1c (8.88±2.02%). The fifth
branch was mostly characterised by obesity (BMI 34±5.45 kg/m2) and finally the sixth branch
had the lowest systolic (123.89±10.87 mm of Hg) and diastolic (72.02±7.27 mm of Hg) blood
pressure with lower total cholesterol (4.26±0.90 mmol/L) and HbA1c (Fig3). As the analysis was
adjusted for age and sex these were similar across each group, with a mean age of 62.9 years,
with 56.8% males.

Methodology
We used discriminative dimensionality
on
reduction
analysis
(DDRTree)2,3
phenotypic data of 10572 individuals newly
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes using
comprehensive electronic medical records in
Tayside and Fife, Scotland.
The phenotypic variables included age and
sex residualized values of HbA1c, body mass
index
(BMI),
HDL-cholesterol,
total
cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) ,creatinine, systolic
and diastolic blood pressure (BP). Prior to
DDRTree analysis each variable was preprocessed by outlier detection and
normalization. From the resulting tree
structure, we grouped patients allocated to
each
tree
branch
and
identified
characteristics based on the phenotype
expression on the tree. We evaluated time to
insulin requirement, time to diabetic
retinopathy (‘R1’ to ‘R4’ Scottish Retinopathy
Grading Scheme) and time to major adverse
cardiovascular event (Scottish Morbidity
Record 01) separately using competing risk
models (Fine and Gray model) with death as
a competing event.

Fig3: Characterization of each tree ends

Fig1: Dimensionally reduced Phenotypic data

Fig2: Expression of phenotypic data over DDRTree results

Individuals from the branch with High HbA1c, Triglycerides and hypertension progressed fastest
to insulin (Hazard Ratio (HR) 3.72, 95% CI 2.88-4.80 vs high HDL), whereas individuals from the
branch with high cholesterol and highest blood pressure had higher risk for diabetic retinopathy
(Hazard Ratio (HR) 1.34, 95% CI 1.27-1.62 vs high HDL) and major adverse cardiac event (Hazard
Ratio (HR) 1.33, 95% CI 1.09-1.62 vs high HDL).

Discussion and conclusions
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In this large data driven study on the phenotype of type 2 diabetes at diagnosis,
adjusted for age and sex, individuals characterised by worse glycaemia at diagnosis
progressed most rapidly to insulin; whilst individuals with elevated blood pressure
and no protective elevation of HDL-cholesterol were more likely to develop diabetes
related complications.
Future research that includes aetiology variables related to type 2 diabetes in the
DDRTree analysis may provide more insights into heterogeneity of diabetes
presentation and progression.
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